U65H10
•65”/165cm

FEATURES

Android PIE harness’s the power of artificial intelligence to give you extra entertainment
options and a great users experience.

Your own personal Google assistant , always ready to help.

A global online store to find, enjoy, and share your favorite apps, games, movies,
music, and books on all your favorite devices.

Cast your favorite entertainment content from your Android or iOS device.

Watch thousands of TV shows, movies, and Netflix original programming on your TV.
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See what the world is watching, the hottest music videos, news and more.

Picture or video occupies the whole TV screen. The picture seems bigger than regular televisions.

Video resolution 3840×2160 pixels.

High-dynamic-range video. Key characteristics of HDR video are brighter whites, deeper blacks,
and at least a 10-bit color depth.

Hybrid Log- Gamma = HLG. This technology is designed for broadcast cable, satellite and live TV.
Compared with HDR, HLG technology uses multiple routes to progress images and makes images
more vivid.

Dolby Vision HDR brings extraordinary color, contrast, and brightness to the screen, transforming
your viewing experience.

Dolby Audio uses advanced processing technologies to create a dynamic audio experience.

The powerful quad core A55 64 bit processor improves the performance of CHiQ smart televisions.
The faster processor enables smoother and more stable images to improve the users viewing
experience.
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Mail 470 image processing has 3 cores which makes transmission faster. The result is superb
images.

The 8G of ROM stores more contents and this supports the very fluent operation.

Expand your TV with the compatible bluetooth devices.

Enjoy thousands of online streaming videos with Amazon Prime Video.

Display

Terminals

Resolution: 3840 x 2160

HDMI2.0 x 3(HDMI 1-ARC)

Google Play

Contrast Ratio: 4000

USB2.0 x 2

Google Assistant

View Angle: 178°(H)/178°(V)

AV In x 1

Chromecast Built-in

Response Time:6.5ms

Headphone x 1

Bluetooth 5.0

LAN x 1

Frameless design

SPDIF(OPTICAL) x 1

Built-in WiFi

RF x 1

Energy Efficiency：4.5 Stars

Dimensions (W x D x H) mm
Without Stand:1452 x 90 x 835mm

Features

Wall Mounting
VESA 400 x 200 mm

Audio
Audio Output: 2 x 10 WATT
Dolby DAP

With Stand: 1452 x 244 x 899mm
Package: 1623 x 181 x 974
Weight: Net 18 kg/Gross 23.4kg
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